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Be-j?ARK THE SUPERMAN ■ S FLO?

article was written for the CAROMOUNT NE’vS by Mr, Sidney Bluraenthal, Chair- 
of the Board of Directors, after observing the reprint "The Superman’s Flop" 

the January issue. )
Our military forces 'now on the borders of Germany arc about to .invade and 

,°Upy It, Forcible occupation necessarily will bring many cf you into close 
j^^taot with the German peoplCo You will undoubtedly be instructed as to your 
i*^avior during such contactc Remember that all, and notably the younger Germans,
1 ® been taught by doctrine, ideas such as are set forth on this page and have 

denied access to any information disturbing the picture thus impressed .upon 
soulsc It will be ipany years before this impression can be corrected and 

''Villainous misinformation on which they have been fed supplanted by true ap“ 
^®®iatlon of worth, valor and integrity.

Extracts of the article NAZIS ENVISAGE CHATTEL BLAVSRY FCR PEOPLE OF COIJ- 
JpED nations, printed in the Hew York Times a year before the Pearl Harbor 

are quoted below,

''Tlie following speech by Richard Vfalther Darre, Germany’s Minister of Agrl- 
and a key man in the Nazi party, was delivered last May to a group-Oii 

Kaei officials. After thorough investigation, it has been learned that there^(JJLJu Aw Act A O a vex VXAWXW WfS,** y
'Satisfactory reasons for believing that the address is authentic as condensed

s "With complete deliberation and without sentimentality we shall 'destroy France 
aL^his wretched nation deserves no other fate, After the complete defeat |

humiliation of the ’Western continental powers, it will be an easy thing to 
contemptible England, isolated and in our power, ■'*’*** Our S8 ^

fij^iments with the rest of the army will finish the work of destruction without 
V 'Sentimentality. *•"**■"• By good or evil we shall subjug-ate especially Rumania, 
kf*** Then our way is open to the immeasurable supplies of raw materials in 
(5ft ica, the country which is the natural and indisputable ‘living space’ of

<**»<*>* and It may be assumed that before Autumn sets in we shall be the
^^lute masters of two continents,

"All soil and industrial property of inhabitants of non-German origin will 
5i! Confiscated without exception and distributed primarily among the vjorthy 
)ia'*‘oers of the party and soldiers who were accorded honors for bravery in this 

Thus, a new aristocracy of German masters (Herrenvolk) will be created, 
aristocracy will have slaves assigned to it,.these slaves to be their prop- 

^ and to consist of landless, non-German nationals we actually have in
a modern form of medieval slavery which we must and will Introduce because 

bo ’^^gently need it in order to fulfill our great tasksb These sieves will by 
bg "’eans be denied the blessings of illiteracy; higher education will in future 

Reserved only for the German population of Burope,


